
Our Earth  (Lesson 1-2)
⚪ Our words:
⚪ weather – погода
⚪ cloudy- облачно
⚪ sunny- солнечно
⚪ dry- сухой
⚪ stormy- штормовой
⚪ hot- жарко
⚪ humid- сырой, влажный
⚪ snowy- снежный
⚪ windy- ветрено
⚪ cool-  прохладно
⚪ misty- туманный
⚪ wet- мокрый, сырой
⚪ terrible- сильный, страшный (о ветре, 

морозе)
⚪ awful- ужасный
⚪ miserable- плохой, ненастный
⚪ lovely- прелестный 
⚪ change- меняться
⚪ It rains.- Идет дождь.



Read the text (Прочитай текст)

The Earth
We live on the earth. It is very, very big. There is lot of 
water on the earth. It is in rivers, lakes, seas and 
oceans. There are a lot of forests and fields, hills and 
mountains on it.
The earth is full of wonders. Different animals live on 
the earth. Different plants grow on it. The earth is 
beautiful.
There are large countries and small countries. There 
are warm countries and cold countries. There are some 
countries where there are four seasons in a year and 
some countries where there are only two.
When it is day in one country it is night in another 
country.



⚪ When the sun shines it is day, when the 
sun does not shine it is night. You can see 
the moon and the stars in the sky at 
night.

⚪ People live in different countries. They 
speak different languages.

⚪ Our country is one of the largest countries 
in the world. It is so large that when it is 
morning in the east, it is evening in the 
west.

⚪ There are a lot of long rivers, beautiful 
lakes, large forests and high mountains in 
our country.

⚪ People who live in our country speak 
more than two hundred different 
languages.



False or true ? (Какие предложения являются правильными, 
а какие – неправильными? Заполни таблицу в тетради, 

вписав в нее номера предложений)

1.There is no water on the 
earth.

2.There are a lot of forests and 
fields, hills and mountains 
on it.

3.Different animals live on the 
earth.

4.There are only warm 
countries on the earth.

5.When the sun shins it is 
night.

6.Our country is one of the 
smallest country in the 
world.

7.There are a lot of rivers, 
forests, mountains in our 
country. 

True 

(правильно) 
False 
(неправильно) 



Translate the sentences (Переведи предложения. Сопоставь 
букву и цифру.)

Е. На земле много воды. 5. People who live in our country 
speak more then two hundred 
different languages. 

D. Когда в одной стране день, в 
другой стране ночь.

4. Our country is one of the 
largest countries in the world.

С. Люди, которые живут в 
нашей стране, говорят более, 
чем на 200 языках. 

3. When it is day in one country 
it is night in another country.

В. Наша страна – одна из самых 
больших в мире.

2. The earth is full of wonders.

A. Земля полна чудес. 1. There is a lot of water on the 
earth.



TEST

Выполни тест в тетради

A different languages
B English
C Russian

6. People speak …

A evening
B night 
C morning                                                                               

5. When it is day in one country it is … in 
another country.

A in the south
B in the west
C in the north

4. When it is morning in the east, it is 
evening …

A the moon and stars
B the sun
C a picture

3. You can see … in the sky at night.

A day
B morning
C night

2. When the sun does not shine it is … 

A water
B  juice
C milk

1. There is a lot of… the earth.


